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Abstract
This paper proposes SC++lite, a sequentially-consistent system that relaxes memory order speculatively to
bridge the performance gap among memory consistency
models. Prior proposals to speculatively relax memory
order require large custom on-chip storage to maintain a
history of speculative processor and memory state while
memory order is relaxed. SC++lite uses the memory hierarchy to store the speculative history, providing a scalable
path for speculative SC systems across a wide range of
applications and system latencies. We use cycle-accurate
simulation of shared-memory multiprocessors to show that
SC++lite can fully relax memory order while virtually
obviating the need for custom on-chip storage. Moreover,
while demand for storage increases significantly with
larger memory latencies, SC++lite’s ability to relax memory order remains insensitive to memory latency. An
SC++lite system can improve performance over a base SC
system by 28% with only 2KB of custom storage in a system with 16 processors. In contrast, speculative SC systems with custom storage require 51KB of storage to
improve performance by 31% over a base SC system.

1 Introduction
Sequential Consistency (SC) is the most intuitive programming interface for shared-memory multiprocessors. A
system implementing SC appears to execute memory operations one at a time and in program order [8]. A program
written for an SC system requires and relies on a specified
memory behavior to execute correctly. Implementing
memory accesses according to the SC model constraints,
however, would adversely impact performance because
memory accesses in shared-memory multiprocessors often
incur prohibitively long latencies (tens of times longer than
in uniprocessor systems). Researchers and vendors have
alternatively relied on relaxed memory consistency models
that augment the shared-address space programming interface with directives enabling software to inform hardware
when memory ordering is necessary [1]. By otherwise
allowing hardware to relax and overlap multiple memory
accesses, systems implementing relaxed consistency models achieve high performance.
Recent research indicates that through hardware support
for speculative execution, an SC-compliant system,
referred to as SC++, can speculatively relax memory order
to achieve the performance of a Release Consistent (RC)
system, the consistency model previously enabling the
highest performance [6]. The intuition behind this result is
that an SC system must only appear to execute memory
accesses in order. SC hardware on one processor can relax

memory order from that processor as long as other processors do not observe the relaxed order [3,6,7,10]. Much as in
speculative instruction execution in modern processors, an
SC++ system requires to buffer the history of processor and
memory state while speculatively relaxing memory order.
Using this history, the hardware must roll back to an SCcompliant state if one processor attempts to access memory
that has been accessed out-of-program-order by another.
While the results in [6] serve as a proof of concept that
SC systems can achieve the performance of RC systems,
SC++ requires a custom on-chip queue (to store the processor/memory state history) proportional in size to the maximum memory access latency incurred in the system.
Unfortunately, memory latencies drastically vary within
and across applications, resulting in infrequent but large
bursts of history, and requiring a large custom queue that is
mostly underutilized. Moreover, memory latencies also
largely vary across systems depending on the memory subsystem and interconnect speeds, the system size, and the
contention induced due to the workload. Because multiprocessor servers are typically built using commodity microprocessors, providing the right size custom queue to satisfy
the requirements of a wide spectrum of applications and
systems would be prohibitively difficult.
This paper proposes SC++lite, a speculative SC system
that virtually eliminates the custom storage needed to support SC++. SC++lite spills the processor/memory history
information generated by SC++ into each processor’s local
memory hierarchy, offering a scalable storage across a
wide spectrum of applications, system sizes and latencies.
We use cycle-accurate simulation of distributed sharedmemory (DSM) multiprocessors running scientific and
engineering applications to compare SC++lite’s performance and storage requirements against SC++’s.
The contributions of this paper are:
• Detailed history characterization: We present a
detailed characterization of SC++ history information
and corroborate that: (1) queue requirements vary
between 16 to 8192 entries for applications and systems we studied, and (2) the history information is
quite bursty, on average leaving the queue empty 85%
of the application execution time.
• Speculative SC with little custom storage: Our
results indicate that SC++lite on average performs 28%
better than a base SC system with only 2KB of storage.
In contrast, SC++ requires 51KB to achieve a 31%
average speedup over a base SC system. Moreover,
SC++lite’s performance relative to SC++ remains

2 Background: High-Performance SC
Sequential consistency (SC) provides the most intuitive
programming interface by requiring that all memory operations appear to execute in program order and atomically
[8]. In conventional SC implementations, the processor
would faithfully implement SC’s ordering constraints, performing memory operations atomically and in program
order one memory operation at a time, blocking on cache
misses. Such a memory system would preclude non-blocking caches and overlapping accesses among multiple memory operations.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of a memory bottleneck
in an SC system. The figure illustrates instruction flow and
ordering of memory accesses in an out-of-order processor
pipeline (e.g., MIPS R10000 [12]). The figure also illustrates the common case of a program segment in which
memory accesses to distinct addresses are independent, and
do not require program ordering. In the example shown,
while all memory accesses are independent and the cache
blocks containing address B are present, a naive SC system
would wait for the store to address A (waiting for either a
missing cache block or a write permission to a read-only
cache block) to complete, before executing the load to
address B and its corresponding computation. Unfortunately, store latency in a DSM is typically hundreds of processor cycles because each remote access includes multiple
network transactions and may require invalidating several
sharers of a cache block. Therefore, the store to address A
in this example potentially blocks the flow of instructions
for hundreds of processor cycles.
Modern SC systems implement a spectrum of optimizations to reduce the negative impact of a pending store on
performance. Early acknowledgment of invalidation messages (e.g., in AlphaServer GS320 [5]) helps partially hide
the store latency in systems with ordered network messages. Non-blocking caches allow for overlapping multiple
fetch operations (including write permission for stores) in
arbitrary order into L1 [3] while satisfying the SC constraints by performing L1 accesses atomically and in program order. Store buffering [4] allows pending stores and
subsequent computation up to a load instruction to retire
from the reorder buffer. Such optimizations, however, only
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unchanged with a four times increase in memory latencies, while SC++’s storage requirements double to
101KB.
• Sensitivity to L1/L2 bandwidth & L2 size: We show
that on average there is little interference with an application’s L2 footprint and processor’s L1/L2 traffic
even when using small L1 caches due to the bursty
nature of history. Applications with high L2 bandwidth
requirements benefit from an additional L2 port in
SC++lite.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2, we describe the current high-performance SC
systems. In Section 3, we present a design for SC++lite. In
Section 4 we present the experimental methodology. In
Section 5, we present the results. Finally, we conclude the
paper in Section 6.
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FIGURE 1. Example execution in SC.
partially reduce the exposed store latency and can not eliminate the performance gap between SC and relaxed memory systems such as Release Consistency (RC) [6,10].
A key technique (e.g., adopted by MIPS R10000) to further hide a pending store latency in an out-of-order processor core is speculative load execution [3]. In our example,
the processor using speculative load execution would allow
for the load to address B to hit in the memory hierarchy, and
the corresponding computation to complete while a store to
address A is pending. Relaxing the memory order speculatively does not violate SC’s constraints as long as no other
processor in the system observes the reordering — i.e., no
other processor modifies the speculatively accessed data.
To guarantee SC semantics, all requests for replacement or
invalidation (from other processors) of cache blocks that
are speculatively accessed roll execution back to the
offending instruction. Unfortunately, the limited size of the
reorder buffer prevents the system from realizing the full
potential of relaxing memory order [6,10]. The reorder
buffer is primarily designed to tolerate branch resolution
latency which is in the order of tens of processor cycles and
can not tolerate DSM store latencies that are one or more
orders of magnitude larger.

2.1 Speculative SC with RC Performance
In a recent paper Gniady, et al, [6] identified the requirements for an SC system to fully achieve the performance of
an RC system to be: (1) allowing arbitrary re-ordering of
(load/store) memory accesses to distinct memory locations,
(2) providing sufficient buffering to maintain a history of
all instructions executed while an in-program-order store is
pending, (3) providing fast mechanisms to look up remote
processor requests for speculatively-accessed memory
blocks and detect potential model violation, and (4) exhibiting infrequent rollbacks in workloads.
Gniady, et al. [6] also proposed a speculative SC system,
SC++, that satisfies the above requirements. Figure 2
depicts how SC++ speculatively relaxes memory order.
Upon a pending store, SC++ speculatively retires instructions and records the modified processor and memory state
in a speculative history queue (implemented much like a
history buffer [11]). In the example shown, SC++ retires
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FIGURE 2. Example execution in SC++.
the instructions up to the missing load to address E and
stores them in the history queue.
Upon acknowledgment for the completion of the first
in-program-order pending store, all entries up to the next
pending store on the list are discarded; an acknowledgment
indicates that the memory accesses maintained in the history while the store was pending were not observed by
other processors and the SC constraints are satisfied. To
allow for locating the portion of the history to be discarded,
each load/store queue entry for a pending store also
includes a pointer to the location of the instruction in the
speculative history queue. The pointer also enables locating the entry within the queue to record the old memory
value corresponding to the store address when a cache
block for a missing store arrives. In the example shown,
when the acknowledgment for the store to address A
arrives, all entries up to the store to address D are discarded. An acknowledgment for a later in-program-order
pending store (e.g., the store to address D) while an earlier
store (e.g., the store to address A) is pending simply
removes the corresponding entry from the load/store queue
but does not discard any history.
A block lookup table provides a quick mechanism to
verify speculation. The lookup table maintains a list of
cache blocks that are speculatively accessed by instructions
in the queue. In our example in the figure, the table keeps
track of all speculatively-accessed blocks at addresses B, C,
and D while the store to A is pending. A hit in the lookup
table upon an invalidation/replacement request from L2
indicates a potential for violating SC semantics and triggers
a rollback to guarantee SC’s ordering constraints. Upon
rollback, SC++ locates the earliest instruction accessing
the block in the queue, and rolls back execution to this
offending instruction. To guarantee forward progress, execution restarts after all pending stores are acknowledged
and the queue and table are empty.
Each lookup table entry also keeps a pointer to the last
(in-program-order) instruction accessing the block. The
pointer helps clear the table entries for blocks without any
corresponding instructions in the history queue. Upon discarding entries in the history queue, all table entries pointing to the discarded history entries are also cleared,
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FIGURE 3. Example execution in SC++lite.
indicating that speculation for the corresponding cache
block addresses has been verified. In our example, the completion of the store to address A results in discarding the
history entries corresponding to addresses B C, and D and
clearing the corresponding table entries.
Gniady, et al. [6] showed that SC++ performs as well as
an RC system for well-synchronized and scalable parallel
programs. However, an SC++ system may require a prohibitively large history queue depending on the system
size, memory and interconnect speeds, and application
memory access characteristics. In this paper, we show that
to reach within 2% of its best performance, an SC++ system with 16 processors must incorporate queues with up to
51KB of storage per processor for the applications and
interconnect speeds we studied. We also show that the
speculative history is quite bursty, leaving the queue empty
for over 65% of processor cycles in all applications we
studied. The variation in history size precludes selecting a
custom queue size that fits the demands of a large spectrum
of applications and systems.

3 SC++Lite: SC++ with Minimal Storage
This paper proposes SC++lite, a speculative implementation of SC that spills the speculative history into the
memory hierarchy. The key advantage of SC++lite is that
the history can grow as large as the memory hierarchy can
accommodate. SC++lite offers a scalable path for speculation because larger systems with longer latencies also
incorporate larger caches that increase the capacity for
speculative history. Moreover, SC++lite provides speculation with minimal impact on either an application’s footprint in the memory hierarchy or bandwidth into the
caches, because the history is typically bursty and accumulates infrequently [6]. Finally, SC++lite allocates history
storage dynamically (through the caches), eliminating the
need for large underutilized custom storage.
Figure 3 depicts the anatomy of SC++lite. SC++lite
maintains the speculative history in the memory hierarchy.
The queue is allocated in main memory and assigned physical addresses at boot time. A Speculative Block Buffer
(SBB) accumulates the instructions retiring from the reorder buffer and stores them as cache blocks in L2. The num-

ber of entries in SBB is proportional to the pipeline’s issue
width. A tail register indicates the location of the queue’s
tail in physical memory. While memory locations of queue
entries can be recorded as full physical addresses, in practice the queue will only at most occupy a small fraction of
the main memory. To reduce the storage overhead for
queue pointers (i.e., the tail pointer, and pointers from the
load/store queue and the lookup table), all pointers only
record a number of the low order address bits. A base register records the high order address bits and is concatenated
to all queue pointers to form a full physical address.
As in SC++, SC++lite uses the lookup table to quickly
look up speculatively-accessed blocks and detect a potential ordering violation. Much as the history queue, the
lookup table size requirements grow with system size and
workload. However, because of the high degree of locality
in cache block addresses and the small size of lookup table
entries, a lookup table with 256 entries (~1.3KB) sufficed
for all application and system sizes we studied. Alternatively, a scalable lookup table implementation could use
state bits in the cache hierarchy to eliminate the auxiliary
table. In this paper, however, we focus on eliminating the
custom history queue which accounts for the substantial
storage overhead in speculative SC systems. In the rest of
this section, we describe SC++lite’s queue insertion, deletion, lookup, and rollback operations. We also present L2
optimizations that help enhance performance in SC++lite.

3.1 Spilling /Discarding History
SBB behaves like a miniature version of the history
queue as long as the accumulated history fits in it. Upon
packing a complete cache block, the SC++lite logic queues
a request for an L2 port (see Section 3.3). Upon receiving a
free port, SBB ships the packed history for storage into L2,
and shifts the contents of the buffer forward. The logic
updates the queue’s tail address upon insertion. The history
stored in L2 can spill all the way down to the lowest level of
the memory hierarchy.
As in SC++, an acknowledgment for the first in-program-order pending store requires discarding of the corresponding history. Discarding history requires updating the
queue’s head address and the lookup table. As in SC++,
SC++lite records the position of every pending store in the
load/store queue. Unlike SC++, the recorded locations are
physical addresses in memory. Upon acknowledgment of
the first in-program-order pending store, the corresponding
entry is removed from the load/store queue and the next
pending store entry in the load/store queue points to the
head of the history queue. It is also necessary to identify the
cache blocks containing the discarded history in the memory hierarchy. Section 3.3 discusses the necessary L2
mechanisms to remove these blocks.
Similarly, the lookup table records the position in memory of the last instruction that has speculatively accessed a
given cache block. Upon updating the queue’s head
address, all lookup table entries with locations outside the
new queue address range are cleared. In the example
shown, the store to address A points to the physical address

10 in memory. Upon acknowledgment of the store, all history up to the store to address D is discarded and the
queue’s head address in memory becomes 17. Similarly,
the lookup table entries corresponding to blocks B, C, and
D are cleared because the history corresponding to the last
instruction accessing them is discarded.

3.2 Misspeculation & Rollback
Gniady, et al., [6] showed that in well-synchronized and
scalable applications, misspeculations are extremely infrequent. The intuition behind such an observation is that a
misspeculation only happens as a result of a true data race
among processors on a specific address. In well-synchronized applications, data races typically only occur on synchronization addresses (e.g., a lock guarding entry into a
critical section) which account for a small fraction of all
memory accesses. Moreover, frequent data races on synchronization addresses result in high contention for critical
sections and are not characteristics of scalable parallel
applications. As such, while a speculative SC system must
implement rollback correctly, rollback speed and efficiency
is not a key design concern and does not significantly
impact overall system performance.
As in SC++, when a replacement/invalidation message
probes and hits in the lookup table, there is a potential for
violation of SC’s ordering semantics and the system must
roll processor/memory state back to the offending instruction (i.e., the earliest in-program-order speculative instruction accessing the block). Rollbacks in SC++lite are
potentially much slower than those in SC++ because the
history must be retrieved from the memory hierarchy as
compared to a custom hardware queue in SC++. Our results
indicate that because rollbacks are very infrequent,
SC++lite can achieve SC++’s performance even with a
higher rollback latency and overhead.

3.3 L2 Optimizations
SC++lite can benefit from a few optimizations in L2.
Upon store acknowledgment, invalidating the cache blocks
containing the discarded history would be prohibitively
expensive and would require multiple probes to the cache
hierarchy. Because the head and tail pointers can always
distinguish the valid history entries upon rollback, it is possible to leave the discarded history as valid/dirty cache
blocks in the cache hierarchy. However, these blocks may
generate unnecessary writeback traffic from L2 if replaced
by the application’s L2 footprint. Our results indicate that
speculative history is quite bursty resulting in an insignificant probability of conflict in L2 with an application’s footprint. Nevertheless, to entirely eliminate inadvertent L2
writeback of discarded history, we propose that the L2 controller check the queue head and tail pointers prior to writing back cache blocks.
L2 treats SBB write requests as L1 writebacks with the
following exception. It is assumed that L2 does not maintain inclusion with respect to queue addresses so that write
requests from SBB always write allocate and store the
entire block as provided by SBB. As in L1 writebacks, an

CPU
reorder buffer
Load/store queue

1GHz, 8-issue per cycle
128 insts.
128 insts.

L1 cache
L2 cache

32KB, direct-mapped
512KB, 8-way,
pipelined, 64 GB/s

L1 fill latency
L2 local fill latency
L2 remote fill latency
Cache line size

10 cycles
100 cycles
200 cycles
64 bytes

TABLE 1. System configuration.
SBB request in L2 may generate an L2 writeback of a dirty
block to lower levels. Upon an SBB write request, L2
writebacks of history blocks interfering with the SBB
request will either proceed as is or will be optimized away
by the L2 controller optimization discussed above.
The key to correct speculation in speculative SC systems is to hold on to all speculatively-accessed data in the
memory hierarchy until speculation is verified [6]. An
attempt to replace a speculatively-accessed block (due to a
conflict with another block) would result in a rollback.
Therefore, in speculative SC systems, it would be desirable
to avoid selecting speculatively-accessed blocks as candidates for replacement in a set-associative L2 cache. Unfortunately, conventional (e.g., LRU) replacement policies do
not take into account the high rollback overheads in speculative SC systems and may offset the gains from speculation when there is high contention in L2. Moreover, spilling
speculative history into L2 may increase the contention in
the cache further increasing the probability for rollback. To
minimize the frequency of rollbacks due to contention in
L2, the LRU mechanisms check the lookup table to identify
blocks that are speculatively accessed prior to selecting a
candidate for replacement. Speculatively-accessed blocks
are selected for replacement only when all the blocks in a
given set are speculatively-accessed blocks.
Finally, SC++lite allows speculative history to be written back to lower levels of the memory hierarchy, and
therefore rollbacks may require retrieving history from
arbitrary memory levels. However, the history information
during rollback is read-only, can be discarded immediately,
and does not require allocation in higher cache levels. In
SC++lite, speculative history only travels up the hierarchy
upon rollback. Therefore, we propose a modification to the
cache controllers in the memory hierarchy to prevent allocation of history blocks upon a fetch based on the physical
address range of the queue (assigned at boot time).

4 Experimental Methodology
We use RSIM [9], a state-of-the-art DSM simulator to
compare the speculative SC systems. We simulate a 16node DSM with every node including a MIPS R10000 like
processor [12] with a local memory hierarchy interconnected by a high-bandwidth/low-latency 2-D mesh. The
memory controller on each node implements a 3-hop full-

Application
appbt
barnes
em3d
fft
radix
tomcatv
unstructured
water-ns
water-sp
Average

Input Parameters
12x12x12 cubes, 40 iter.
4K particles
16K nodes, 15% remote
64K points
512K keys
128x128, 50 iter.
mesh 2K
343 molecules
343 molecules

RC/
SC
1.39
1.10
1.23
1.14
1.79
1.14
1.50
1.21
1.18
1.30

SC++
/SC
1.33
1.12
1.24
1.14
1.80
1.13
1.50
1.33
1.18
1.31

TABLE 2. Applications, inputs, and speedups.
map directory cache coherence protocol [10]. Table 1
shows the base system parameters used throughout the
experiments unless specified otherwise. The L2 local fill
latency corresponds to the minimum cache fill latency from
local memory on every node. The L2 remote fill latency is
the average of the minimum cache fill latencies for one
node from all remote nodes. The L2 cache configuration
and bandwidth correspond to those in Pentium 4 at 2.0 GHz
[2]. All systems implement MIPS R10000’s SC optimizations including multiple (non-blocking) pending fetches for
cache misses, store buffering, and speculative load execution.
Table 2shows the nine shared-memory applications that
we use in this study. Appbt is a shared-memory implementation of the NAS benchmark. Em3d is a shared-memory
implementation of the Split-C benchmark. Barnes, fft,
radix, water spatial and nsquared are from the SPLASH-2
benchmark suite. Unstructured is a shared-memory implementation of a fluid dynamics computation using an
unstructured mesh. Tomcatv is a shared-memory implementation of the SPEC benchmark.
Table 2 also shows the base RC and SC++ speedups
over SC. The results show that RC improves performance
over an optimized SC implementation in a base system
with aggressive interconnect latencies on average by 30%.
SC++ fully benefits from speculatively relaxing memory
order and on average performs 31% better than SC. SC++
actually outperforms RC in water-ns because the RC system conservatively enforces memory order at synchronization points even though processors rarely race for critical
sections in these applications. SC++ always relaxes order
for all memory accesses in these applications even at synchronization points, improving performance over RC.

5 Results
In this section, we will first characterize history in speculative SC systems and show that speculative history size
varies largely across applications and system latencies and
is bursty. Next, we show that our proposed SC++lite system performs as well as an SC++ system while requiring an
order of magnitude less custom storage. Next, we show that
SBB causes, on average, little to no interference with L1/
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FIGURE 4. Sensitivity to queue size.

This figure plots the cumulative distribution of accumulated speculative history.

This figure plots the performance of SC++ given finite queue
sizes as a fraction of SC++’s best performance given an infinite
queue.

tion overlapping the store latencies. As such, much of the
store latencies to remote memory are exposed.
Figure 5 show the history queue utilization and Table 3
depicts the fraction of the execution time when the queue is
empty. The table indicates that speculative history is quite
bursty and, on average, 85% of the time the queue is empty.
Em3d, radix and water-ns utilize the queue the most
because there is a significant number of stores with
exposed latencies in these applications. Tomcatv, and barnes use the queue infrequently. However, when a store is
pending, there are large bursts of history falling within
2048 to 4096 entries to overlap the store latency. A
dynamic allocation approach will be able to allocate
resources only when needed, resulting in a better utilization
of storage. Moreover, these results indicate the potential for
storing the history in the memory hierarchy with little interference.
The distribution of generated history size also largely
varies among applications. Figure 5 illustrates the cumulative distribution of history sizes when the queue is used.
The history size is a function of both application and system characteristics. The key application characteristics that
affects history size is the amount of a pending store latency
overlapped after the store retires from the reorder buffer.
Because a fetch for a store can be initiated as soon as the
store enters the reorder buffer (using non-blocking caches),
a fraction of the store latency can be overlapped before the

L2 traffic allowing SC++lite to efficiently exploit the memory hierarchy as storage for history. Finally, we show that
SC++lite significantly improves performance in all applications even under a high contention in L2.

5.1 History Characteristics
Figure 4 shows the impact of fixing the history queue
size on SC++’s performance. The figure plots performance
under SC++ with a finite queue size as a fraction of performance under an ideal SC++ implementation with an infinite queue. The figure indicates that there is a large
variability in demand for queue size, ranging from an application that performs well with 16 queue entries (i.e., watersp) to one (i.e., radix) that requires 8192 queue entries to
reach maximum performance. The applications need about
4096 queue entries to reach, on average, the maximum performance. These results indicate a single queue size may
not suffice to accommodate a wide spectrum of applications.
The required queue size for each application depends on
the amount of exposed store latency in the processor pipeline. Water-sp primarily exhibits L2 store hits, and therefore generates little speculative history. In radix, however,
loads and stores to remote memory are clustered respectively, and therefore there is little load latency or computa-
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TABLE 3. Fraction of execution time without any history.
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This figure plots the performance of SC++ given finite queue
sizes as a fraction of SC++’s best performance given an infinite
queue for systems with 4x L2 fill latencies.

This figure plots performance of SC++ with finite queue sizes as
a fraction of performance with an infinite queue for systems with
base, 4x, and 16x L2 remote fill latencies.

store instruction leaves the reorder buffer. The extent to
which the store latency, within the reorder buffer, can be
overlapped depends primarily on any pending loads (missing in the cache) appearing prior to the store instruction in
program order. Once a pending store retires from the reorder buffer, speculative history accumulates until a pending
load reaches the top of the reorder buffer. In summary, the
history size is a function of the distance in the program
between a pending store and a prior or later pending load.
The main system characteristics are the pipeline retirement rate and the incurred memory latencies in the system.
Therefore, if the application has a pending store and the
pipeline is able to retire at a full rate, the resulting number
of entries in the history will be the store latency multiplied
by the retirement rate. This basic idea can be applied to
classify the behavior of applications in Figure 5. To the first
order of approximation, the knees in queue utilization
around 64 to 128 entries are due to the L1 fill latencies, and
the knees around 2048 entries are due to the L2 remote fill
latencies that are affected by communication patterns and
queuing. In case of unstructured, history size falls in the
range of 128 to 512 entries that does not directly correspond to any system characteristics and shows us clearly
the amount of remote store latencies that were partially
overlapped by the subsequent or preceding loads. Barnes,
tomcatv, and water-ns are able to overlap the L1 fill latencies resulting only in history generated due to remote store
misses.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 illustrate the impact of longer L2
remote fill latencies on the performance sensitivity to
queue size. Quadrupling the remote fill latency results in
approximately doubling of the execution time in the applications. Therefore, we can expect the queue size require-

ments to double in order to overlap the longer latencies and
match the performance. In Figure 7, we see a right shift
showing doubling in average queue size requirements to
match the same performance range as compared to the base
system. The latter results in an average queue size requirement of 8192 entries. In the interest of space, we omit the
cumulative distribution graph of queue utilization for the
larger remote fill latencies. The graphs, however, follow
the shape of those in Figure 5. Not surprisingly, the L1 fill
latency region remains unaffected. However, the longer L2
remote fill latency results in a right shift of utilization knees
in the remote latency range. We also include the average for
16x latency network in Figure 7, but we see that the history
requirements do not grow significantly since there is a limit
to the amount of exposed store latency and it is dictated by
a application characteristics.

5.2 SC++Lite Performance
Figure 8 compares the performance of SC++lite against
SC++. The graph plots speedups with respect to our base
SC system (Section 4). We compare the performance and
storage requirements of an SC++ system with 4096 custom
queue entries, because most of our applications achieve
their maximum performance given this custom queue size
(Figure 4). SC++lite numbers assume a 32-entry SBB. The
graphs indicate that SC++lite’s performance matches
closely the performance of SC++. On average, SC++
improves performance over SC by 31%, while SC++lite
improves performance by 28% with little custom storage.
Figure 9 compares the performance of SC++lite and
SC++ with the quadrupled L2 remote fill latency. The
SC++ numbers assume a 8192-entry custom queue. On
average, SC++ achieves a speedup of 37% over SC, while
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FIGURE 8. Base system performance.

FIGURE 9. 4x L2 remote fill latency.

This figure compares the performance of SC++lite against SC++,
normalized to SC. SC++ uses 2K-entry custom history queue and
SC++lite uses a 32-entry SBB.

This figure shows the performance of SC++lite against SC++,
normalized to SC for 4x L2 remote fill latency. SC++ uses a 4Kentry custom history queue and SC++lite uses a 32-entry SBB.

SC++lite is able to achieve a 35% speedup over SC with no
changes to its base hardware configuration. The key factor
contributing to the performance gap, between SC++lite and
SC++, is limited L2 bandwidth. The gap can be eliminated
by providing an additional L2 port, which we will study in
Section 5.4.

latencies are 51KB and 101KB respectively. SC++lite,
however, reduces the custom storage requirement by an
order of magnitude and only requires 2KB custom storage
for all studied L2 remote fill latencies.

5.4 L2 Bandwidth Requirements

5.3 History Storage Requirements
Table 4 compares the storage requirements for SC++
and SC++lite. The extra storage required in speculative SC
systems comes from three sources: the history queue (in
case of SC++) or the SBB (in case of SC++lite), the lookup
table, and the pointers to the history queue embedded in the
load/store queue. The entries in the history queue and the
SBB are identical and are 100 bits in size. The entry size is
dominated by store instructions which have the largest storage requirements. The storage for a store instruction
includes 64 bits of modified data to record the old memory
value, 32 bits of store address, 1 bit to distinguish store
from other instructions, 2 bits to encode the store size, and
1 bit to distinguish between pending and completed store.
Each lookup table entry includes 26 bits of block
address and a dirty bit used in optimizing and eliminating
rollbacks upon downgrade rather invalidation requests.
The number of pointer bits in the lookup table and the load/
store queue vary depending on the queue sizes. Our base
SC++ and our SC++ system with 4x remote fill latency use
4K- and 8K-entry custom queues and therefore require 12
bits and 13 bits for queue pointers respectively. We aggressively assume a memory queue of 64K entries for SC++lite
and therefore require 16 bits for pointers.
Table 4 indicates that the total custom storage for SC++,
in the base system and the system with 4x L2 remote fill

a

Figure 10 compares the performance of SC++lite under
varying L2 bandwidth, affecting the SBB spill rate. In the
base system, which corresponds to the 64 GB/s bandwidth
available in Pentium 4, the SBB can spill, on average, five
history entries per cycle. Decreasing the L2 bandwidth to
32 GB/s, results in the SBB being able to retire, on average,
only 2.5 history entries per cycle, effectively reducing the
graduation rate. Doubling the L2 ports results in the SBB
being able to spill ten history entries per cycle and eliminates the L2 bottleneck seen by the SBB.
The performance gap between SC++ and SC++lite
becomes significant, in some applications, for bandwidth
of 32 GB/s. The SBB can only send on average 2.5 instructions per cycle into L2 which is 31% of the history through-

Structure
Custom history storage
(history queue or SBB)

SC++
(KB)

SC++ 4x SC++lite
fill (KB)
(KB)

50.0

100.0

0.4

Lookup table

1.2

1.2

1.3

History pointers in
load/store queue

0.2

0.2

0.3

51.4

101.4

2.0

Total

TABLE 4. Custom storage requirements.
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FIGURE 10. Effect of L2 Bandwidth.

FIGURE 11. Interference in L2.

In this figure we compare execution times of SC++ and
SC++lite with different L2 bandwidth, normalized to the SC++
with corresponding L2 bandwidth. We also present the impact
of 4K L1 on the competition for 64 GB/s bandwidth.

This figure studies the competition for L2 space between data
and history. We reduce L2 to 64KB and compare execution time
of SC++ and SC++lite, normalized to SC.

put in SC++. For the base 64GB/s system, SC++lite is 2%
slower, on average, than SC++ and it reaches maximum of
9% for radix. In the system with 32 GB/s bandwidth, the
SC++lite is, on average, 16% slower than SC++, and 50%
slower in case of radix. Even with 32 GB/s bandwidth the
SC++lite is on average 19% faster than SC. Increasing the
L2 bandwidth to 128 GB/s eliminates the performance gap
between SC++ and SC++lite. This increase in the L2 bandwidth does not result in performance gains for SC++, and
therefore an additional L2 port cannot be justified, given
the studied applications. Future processors will provide
128 GB/s or higher bandwidth and therefore the SC++lite
will result in the best performance and resource utilization.
Figure 10 also shows the impact of 4KB L1 on the performance of SC++lite. By reducing the L1 size to 4KB, the
competition for the L2 bandwidth between the SBB and L1
requests increases. Since the L1 misses are handled before
the SBB requests, the available L2 bandwidth for the SBB
is reduced. As a result, the performance gap between
SC++lite and SC++ increases, but only by 1%, on average,
as compared to the base system. The insensitivity to the L1
cache size can be explained by dependence between the L1/
L2 traffic and the amount of generated history. When the
L1/L2 traffic is low the processor hits in L1 and therefore is
generating history at a full rate in a presence of a pending
store, but in this case the SBB has the entire L2 bandwidth
available. On the other hand, when the L1/L2 traffic is very
high the available L2 bandwidth for the SBB is lower, but
since the processor is missing in L1, it stalls for the L1 read

misses and as a result the amount of generated history is
small.

5.5 Interference in L2
Figure 11 presents the impact of L2 contention on the
performance of SC++lite. On average, SC++ improves performance over SC by 36%, while SC++lite improves performance by 32%. SC++lite stores a significant amount of
history in L2 and therefore the potential of replacing the
data that is currently or subsequently needed by the processor increases for the 64KB L2. The history size is not
directly dependent on the L2 size, as long as the application
is able to fit its working sets. In this case, the same history
that resides in a 512KB L2 has to fit in the 64KB L2.
Section 5.1 shows that history can grow and reach up to 4K
entries, which requires 50KB of storage. 50KB corresponds to 10% of the 512KB L2, therefore the performance
impact is limited, but in the case of the 64KB L2, the history can potentially occupy the entire cache, which can
result in a competition for storage and resulting rollbacks.
The history-data competition for storage in L2 causes
rollbacks that are not necessary, according to the SC
requirements. They are required because SC++lite as well
as SC++ is not able to monitor the blocks for mis-speculations after the replacement. After the rollback, the processor incurs stalls due to read miss on the replaced data. A
significant performance gap is present in appbt and radix.
In case of radix, the performance gap is still due to limited
L2 bandwidth. Appbt, on the other hand, is still exposing
significant store latency which results in a large history
replacing useful data. A smaller cache can also reduce the

performance difference between SC++ and SC++lite, as
observed in the remaining applications, by increasing the
stall time due to load misses, which also reduces amount of
generated history.
SC++lite is able to perform well even for relatively
small caches. Moreover, the history is created and retired
relatively fast as compared to cache operations, resulting in
limited writebacks. The time that history is current corresponds to the time in which the system will service the
pending store that created the history. Once the store completes, the history can be discarded. This short duration of
history in L2 results in no significant history writebacks to
memory and therefore will not create performance bottlenecks in the memory subsystem.

6 Conclusions
This paper proposed SC++lite, a system that uses limited custom hardware to speculatively relax memory order
while maintaining Sequential Consistency’s (SC’s) memory order semantics. SC is attractive from a programming
perspective because it obviates the need for programmers
to annotate memory accesses in programs and enforce
memory order through software. Prior research has shown
that relaxing memory order speculatively can allow SC
systems to achieve the performance of systems that relax
order through software annotation. Unlike previous proposals for speculative implementations of SC, SC++lite is a
low-overhead implementation that fully realizes the benefits of speculation across a wide range of applications and
system latencies while requiring little custom storage.
SC++lite uses the memory hierarchy on each processor to
store a history of the modified processor/memory state during speculation.
We used cycle-accurate simulation of shared-memory
multiprocessors running scientific and engineering applications to compare SC++lite’s performance and storage
requirements against SC++. We presented a detailed characterization of SC++ history information and corroborate
that: (1) queue requirements drastically vary between 16 to
8192 entries for applications and systems we studied, and
(2) the history information is quite bursty, on average leaving the queue empty 85% of the application execution time.
Our results indicated that SC++lite on average performs
28% better than SC with only 2KB of storage. In contrast,
SC++ requires 26KB to achieve a 31% average speedup
over a base SC system. Moreover, SC++lite’s performance
relative to SC++ remained unchanged with a four times
increase in memory latencies, while SC++ storage requirements almost double to 51KB. Due to the bursty nature of
the history, our results indicated little interference with processor’s L1/L2 traffic even when using small L1 caches.
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